Mini Cat

™

MICRO HYDRO

Hotter Than a Pepper Sprout!
The Mini-cat™ MICRO HYDRO was designed by Xi Ting, a well known boat racing champion in Asia
and is produced by Mini-Cat Racing USA. A great deal of trial and error and development went
into perfecting the mini-cat MICRO HYDRO over a 3 year period. The Mini-Cat™ MICRO HYDRO is
suitable for beginners or all-out hot dog competitors. The Mini-Cat™ MICRO HYDRO is easy to learn
to drive and is inherently stable for the fastest of heats and conditions. Its unique compact size
makes it easy to carry to the lake and does not require a lot of support equipment such as fuel
pumps and starters. It is incredibly economical to run due to the fact that it is electric which saves
on the expense of high nitro fuels. Great racing can be done on small ponds and because it is
electric, there is little noise so your neighbors won’t complain! The MICRO HYDRO is the ideal
apartment complex racing boat!
The Mini cat™ MICRO HYDRO is made of the highest quality American epoxy resin and glass fiber,
and is stable under all conditions of high temperature and running conditions. It is incredibly strong
but weighs only 350g (12.3 oz.) excluding the receiver and running battery. The hull features a
gloss gelcoat finish. The Mini-Cat™ MICRO HYDRO is available in 7 different colors and can be
purchased as Almost Ready to Run (ARTR) which requires minimal assembly and the addition of
your own radio, or in a complete Ready To Run (RTR) version with the radio already installed and
the running battery and charger furnished (coming soon).
ARTR (almost ready to run) $299
RTR (Ready to Run) $TBA with tx and rx, NiMh battery and charger. (coming soon)

Ask for it today at your favorite hobby shop or visit Mini Cat Racing USA at
www.minicatracingusa.com
Exclusive US Distributor

